PORCELAIN BUSHINGS
NEW CEDASPE 1KV SERIES 2021
An innovative design: the most popular and most reliable 1 kV bushing on the market
OUR INNOVATION FOR DISTRIBUTION TRANSFORMERS

**A NEW GENERATION** FOR ONE OF THE MOST POPULAR CEDASPE PRODUCTS: CEDASPE© 1KV SERIES 2021

ED bushings family has been replaced by a new series of **1kV LV bushings according to EN50386**: This series has been designed for a rated voltage of 1 kV and a **rated current range of 250 A to 4500 A**.

An intelligent assembly, packaging and delivery process as well as the optimized tightening solution ensure that this series represents the **best value-price guarantee on the market**.

- **Technically revised & improved**
- **New name**
- **Facelifted**
- **New packaging**
Updated to the latest state-of-the-art technology

- Innovative and simplified design

- Less components = lighter weight = faster assembly = reduced assembly costs

- More reliable

- Improved Quality in terms of performances

- Safer: supplied with one gasket less than the old series, it better performs against oil leaking

- New elements:
  - A new redesigned porcelain body
  - A new bottom insulating body
  - A new sealing cap
A DETAILED OVERVIEW OF THE NEW COMPONENTS

- New Bottom Nylon
- New Porcelain
- New Cap
- New Rod